24g	MACHINE DESIGN.
wearing surface of such material as will run in contact with the material of the journal with the least possible friction and least tendency to heating and abrasion; and must usually include some device for tlie maintenance of the lubrication. The selection of the materials and the providing of sufficient strength and stiffness depends upon principles already considered, and so it remains to discuss the means for the taking up of necessary wear and for providing lubrication.
Boxes are sometimes made solid rings or shells, the journal being inserted endwise. In this case the wear can only be taken up by making the engaging surfaces of the box and journal conical, and providing for endwise adjustment either of the box itself or of the part carrying the journal Thus, in Fig. 129,
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the collars for the pre
venting of end motion
while running are jam-
nuts, and looseness be
tween the journal and
fig. i2g.	fig. i^o.	box may be taken up by
moving the journal axially toward the left.
By far the greater number of boxes, however, are made in sections and the lost motion is taken up by moving one or more sections toward the axis of rotation. The tendency to wear is usually in one direction, and it is sufficient to divide the box into halves. Thus, in Fig. 130, the journal rotates about the axis 0, and all the wear is due to the pressure I* acting in the direction shown. The wear will therefore ik: at the bottom of the box. It will suffice for the taking up of wear to dress off the surfaces at aa, and thus the box-cap may ihj drawn further down by the bolts, and the lost m:>tion is reduced to an admissible value. "Liners," or "shims,11 which are thin pieces of sheet metal, may be inserted between the surfaces of division of the box at aa, and may be removed successively for the lower-

